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FREE TO FACE THE TRUTH Kuklo had spent his entire life in cages, feared and hated as "the

Titan's son." Then he met Sharle Inocencio, a young girl who defied her father and brother to care

for and educate the abused boy in secret - and plot his escape from the dungeon, and her escape

from her betrothal. But the night they've dreamed of brings new horrors with it, and Kuklo becomes

obsessed with proving that he is not the monster everyone has always assumed him to be. That

means meeting a Titan for himself, in person...!
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My daughter love it!

Amazing series

and so the story continues. I am hoping that I will glean more details about this world by reading the

prequels.



Before the Fall is a very captivating read. It came within a couple weeks.

this was a gift

Loved it

Great 5 stars

For some strange reason;  has linked book 2 and 6's reviews together. I will do both here.Book

2:Kuklo's continues to plan but something happens to make him start the escape sooner.Further

difficulties happen when he gets a visitor. He makes his escape with Sharle. We get to learn how he

received his scar. They manage to find a place to hide near Wall Maria and Kuklo remains in their

flat while Sharle does work to make money and pay the rent.Eventually they have a day out and

they hear a noise on the other side of the wall. A titan. Kuklo decides he has to see one and decides

to stowaway on a Survey Corp wagon. Guess they weren't as vigilant back then.Eventually he is

discovered and we learn he actually has an ability. A titan interrupts and they decide to head back

and it gives chase.Overall....I am not sure I am in to this story yet. It's picking up and more people

are introduced/back but I am not as engaged as I am with AoT.I am going to pick up the next one

however.....Book 6:Mammon attacks and a retreat is ordered but a few of the Corps have other

plans which in turn draws more into the fight. They do make a run for it and we get to see how

Mammon was killed.An interesting story and with many discoveries the method to kill a titan was

discovered by incident rather then by design.Sharle begins her apprenticeship while Kuklo and

Cardina begin training.Xavi learns of Sharle and starts pondering a few things.There are a couple

extra stories included.The recruits first mission: You will recognize which part part of the story as it's

told from the viewpoint of a recruit.The girl waiting in the workshop: Sharle keeps busy while waiting

for Kuklo to return.They are nice little stories which probably were part of the main story line. I can

see why they were removed as they would break the story flow.On to the next one!
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